Second victims, organizational resilience and the role of hospital administration
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Abstract
Second victims are practitioners involved in an incident that (potentially) harms or kills somebody else, and for which they feel personally responsible. Professional culture and the psychology of blame (and shame) influence how second victims are viewed and dealt with. This paper reviews the status of second victimhood in healthcare – both its symptomatology and organizational responses. Then it considers the problematic nature of “human error” in healthcare and sets this against the psychological backdrop of healthcare professions, seeking cultural-historical explanations in assumptions of actor autonomy and professional identity. It concludes by drawing links between the psychological resilience of the individual practitioners involved in an incident and the resilience of an organization’s safety culture.
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1 Introduction
In 2010, a pediatric patient died at Seattle Children’s Hospital from a calcium chloride overdose. The nurse, Kimberley Hiatt, was escorted off the premises, suspended, then fired, and her license to practice was re-instated only with onerous and humiliating conditions. Her health and psychological well-being deteriorated, and she never found work as a nurse again, even though the death of the infant could later not clearly be linked to her actions [1]. Aged fifty, Hiatt, “a healer at heart” according to friends and family, had lost a patient, a job and an identity. She committed suicide seven months after the child’s death [2].

For those whose research spans different safety-critical domains – healthcare, nuclear power, aviation, rail, chemical process control – one of the most vexing questions is what accounts for the large differences in their safety performance [3-5]. While some may consider the structural properties of systems that do safety critical work [6], many rely on organizational safety culture to carry the explanation of differences in safety performance. They refer, for example, to relationships between leaders and followers, managerial openness to dissent and inquiry, group-versus individual orientation, the extent of bureaucratization of safety, assumptions of personal invulnerability, and values regarding rules and procedures [7-11].
Another co-variant with safety performance, which is increasingly recognized [12-14], is an organization’s attributional inclination when things go wrong. What or whom might they blame, and what do they do with those involved in incidents? The psychological literature has previously shown links between culture and attributional style [15], which could well extend to a professional or organizational culture.

There is a likely correlation between the psychological resilience of an individual involved in a mishap [16, 17] and the resilience of the organization as a whole [18]. A professional community that acknowledges its error-proneness is more likely to put safety processes in place to protect against them, while also supporting those who become the instantiations of such imperfection [19]. Healthcare has most extensively documented the plight of its second victims, yet has paradoxically not invested proportionally in organizational support (unlike emergency response, for example, including fire-fighting and police [20], or air traffic control [21]). Reporting a mistake can be seen as jeopardizing one’s employment or career [22] and seeking support can be stigmatized as a weakness [23]. Whereas quantitative comparison across domains is not possible for lack of data, studies in healthcare present second victimhood as very prevalent, from one in ten practitioners [24], to 30% [25], to over 40% [26]. Healthcare is also seen by many in safety as an “outlier” for its complexity as well as the special organizational and societal status of many of its practitioners [26, 27]. Few other safety-critical domains have retained the actor autonomy and craftsman mindset of many medical specialties, in which professionals with equal positions are not viewed as equivalent. Systematization of practice and assumptions of actor equivalence reign in several domains, from commercial aviation to nuclear power, but are relatively new in healthcare [28-30].

In addition, the complexity of the system that delivers both success and failure [31, 32], and how disease and patient characteristics mix with medical intervention, all help create an ambiguous and contested causal landscape [27, 33, 34]. There is no field that relies simultaneously on personal achievement to explain its successes and on individual shortcomings to explain its failures as much as healthcare does [35]. Personal blame can travel easily and nestle more comfortably in a complex, ambiguous landscape, as can self-serving attributions for good outcomes [36, 37]. This is compounded by the fact that healthcare has generally resisted the kind of sector-based, immediate, technically competent and independent adverse event investigations that are legally required in many other fields [32, 38, 39].

The complexity and diversity of healthcare delivery make any broad statements about its “organizational culture” suspect [40], yet there is consistency in the medical and safety literature about how failure and success are given meaning and handled [41-43]. Cultures that assume perfection, in which errors are not tolerated and personal responsibility of one’s actions (both error and outcome) is expected, are still common [44].

In this paper we review the status of second victimhood in healthcare – both its symptomatology and organizational responses – for hospital administrators to consider whether there are links between professional culture, the psychology of blame and organizational resilience at their own facilities. We first consider the problematic nature of “human error” in healthcare and set this against the psychological backdrop of healthcare professions, briefly looking at cultural-historical assumptions about actor autonomy and professional identity. We then aim to draw a link between the psychological resilience of the individual practitioners involved in an incident and the resilience of an organization’s safety culture.

2 Second victims

Second victims are practitioners involved in an unanticipated incident that (potentially) harms or kills somebody else, to which the practitioner is traumatized by the event and feels personally responsible [21]. Different prevalence rates of second victimhood exist (see Tables 1-2), but as Wu reported, almost every practitioner knows the “sickening realization” of making an error [45]. Regardless of gender, professional type, or years of experience, becoming a second victim was determined to be a life-altering event that left a permanent imprint on most individuals, yet fewer than one out of three second victims received institutional support to deal with this stress [23]. A recent study found even fewer (one in four) healthcare workers received organizational support following an adverse event, and this lack of support lengthened and exacerbated the negative impact of the event [46].
Table 1. Prevalence of second victimhood in healthcare

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group Surveyed</th>
<th>Percentage of Group Surveyed</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare employees (e.g. nurses, physicians, pharmacists)</td>
<td>60% [47]</td>
<td>Could recall an adverse event in which they were a second victim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare employees (e.g. nurses, physicians, pharmacists)</td>
<td>46% [47]</td>
<td>Described being a second victim when recounting a serious adverse event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital house staff</td>
<td>47% [48]</td>
<td>Described one or more errors that they had committed and demonstrated various coping and defense mechanisms to deal with these errors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Prevalence of suicidal ideation and negative impacts in healthcare

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group Surveyed</th>
<th>Percentage of Group Surveyed</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surgeons</td>
<td>5.4% (a threefold increase (16.2%) was observed if the medical error was made in the past three months) [49]</td>
<td>Reported suicidal ideations after making a major medical error in the previous 12 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physicians who had experienced a patient that had been seriously injured due to the treatment they administered (either a few times or several)</td>
<td>17% [50]</td>
<td>Indicated a negative impact on their private life</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Christensen, Levinson and Dunn [51] found how medical mistake causes distress, agony and anguish, fear, guilt, anger, embarrassment, humiliation, depression, concern for patient or family wellbeing and possible litigation, and trepidation about the reaction of colleagues [51]. The willingness to share their distress was influenced by how competitive they perceived their relationship with co-workers to be. Christensen and colleagues noted the general absence of a concept of “fallibility” particularly in physician training and culture [52]. The depth of a physician’s distress was mitigated by prior beliefs in their infallibility and their commitment to perfectionism. Strong beliefs lead them to maintain the illusion of perfection; to see mistakes as impossible and virtually unforgivable moral failings [51].

Surveys of healthcare providers involved in fatal medication errors confirmed the effects of a culture of perfection [44], revealing fear of humiliation, public scrutiny, litigation, disciplinary action and punishment, and the hiding of errors or blaming of others where possible. Shame, guilt, depression, an unanswered need for support as well as the (sometimes hopeless) hope to correct the wrong were all emotions and feelings shared by second victims [25]. Drawn-out inquiries into the medication error and a lack of organizational understanding tend to exacerbate the trauma. As a result, reporting of medication errors was generally avoided for fear of repercussions, and support by peers who had similar experiences was hard to come by [22]. Healthcare professionals generally punish themselves quite harshly in the wake of failure and the memory typically stays with them for years [51]. A strong coping strategy, however, was having the opportunity to informally discuss errors with colleagues [53]. Yet the desire for support and counseling was offset by a fear of stigmatization in a recent large-scale study [54].

Attributions of medical errors:

“Attributing situations to ‘others’ in a perceived causation, at the conclusion of complex events, produces relatively quick, easy, and efficient solutions. This process is historically preferred and often advocated in healthcare management” [55].

When errors cannot be denied, novice physicians defend themselves by externalizing the blame to someone/something other than themselves. This includes blaming superiors, subordinates, or colleagues within medicine, disease, and the patient [48].

When interviewed about medical errors they had made in the past, 35% of healthcare providers felt anger/frustration and blame most often directed at other healthcare providers [56].
3 Blame and the impossibility of medical mistake

Society tends to see in physicians an image of perfection [20], so a physician might have to suffer the consequences of mistake in silence [57]. One out of three physicians who had been involved in at least one adverse clinical event (where the patient was seriously injured) felt they had been blamed by the patient or patient’s family afterwards [50]. Mistakes are recognized as inevitable, yet the standard of medical practice is to yield perfection. This paradox can produce shame about mistake – an emotion concerned not just with one action or omission, but with the entire self [58, 59]. This tends to interfere with the ability to show empathy to the self or patients [53], or to seek it from colleagues [45]. Leape [57] attributed the difficulty physicians have in dealing with human error to the medical culture: the notion that mistakes are unacceptable leads to the unrealistic expectation of infallibility. Thus, when an error occurs, it is attributed to a failure of character.

Table 3 presents research on shame, self-blame, and other side effects following a medical error, and these feelings tend to be exacerbated when the error leads to a worse outcome. When nurses were asked to imagine themselves making an error that either resulted in a serious outcome or a non-serious outcome, nurses reported more self-blame in the serious outcome condition, compared to the non-serious outcome condition. However, all nurses tended to blame themselves regardless of the outcome [64]. In addition, when being interviewed about medical errors, residents repeatedly expressed that the nature of their emotional response was strongly affected by both the patient outcome and the extent of personal responsibility for the mishap. More intense reactions were reported for mishaps associated with poor patient outcomes and higher levels of personal responsibility [56]. Judgments of responsibility (that is, blame) are also associated with outcome. This finding supports early research claiming that the consequences of an action affect the attributions of responsibility for that action [65].

Table 3. Emotional side effects of making a medical error

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shame</td>
<td>75% of those who had made a medical mistake that had the potential to harm a patient felt ashamed of making an error in front of the operating room staff [60].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>54% of physicians asked to recall their worst error reported feeling shame [61].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-blame</td>
<td>When asked about the death of patients due to a medical error, physicians’ self-blame extended well beyond admitting to minor errors. They may feel they have caused the death of patients [62].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>86% of physicians asked to recall their worst error reported feeling self-blame [61].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nurses internalized blame as they accounted for their actions after a medical error [63].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of sleep</td>
<td>Respondents who scored higher on error-related questions (such as “I have made mistakes that had the potential to harm patients”) were more likely to lose sleep from their concerns of patient welfare [60].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-doubt</td>
<td>More than one third of physicians experienced guilt, self-doubt and feelings of intense personal responsibility after a medical error [56].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>96% of physicians asked to recall their worst error reported feeling self-doubt [61].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Striving for perfection is consistent with the idea of medicine as a vocation [30] rather than technical work or contract-based profession. Errors are regarded as non-existent anomalies in the medical system. In fact, one third of intensive care staff refuses to acknowledge they make any mistakes [66]. This makes errors, in principle, not reportable and sources of shame. In his study of surgical trainees, Bosk [42] found that colleagues and superiors tend to classify errors as blameless and blameworthy. The safety literature generally recommends the development of strategies for open reporting of errors in order to help reduce the stigma and shame that are likely to accompany them.

4 Autonomy and professional identity

Healthcare has a unique and complex relationship to the autonomy and discretion of its individual actors. Individual human virtue is seen as the basis for safety; and human incompetence as the source of risk [67]. This simultaneous belief in human strength and weakness sets healthcare apart from most other safety-critical worlds where error and expertise are
seen as the joint product of system and individual [68]. The culture of autonomous, responsible actors in healthcare lags, in a sense, behind the evolution in the West from so-called status-determined duties to contractual or commercially-determined duties [26]. In a status-determined social relationship, members of society derive professional rights, duties and liabilities from their calling or status. Pre-historical and contemporary accounts of healers [69-73] stress their unique cultural position. Modern healthcare can be seen as a calling to a duty outside of normal, secular contractual obligations: a profession of healing and helping [74, 75]. As modernization and industrialization spread across professions in the West, particularly during the nineteenth century, physicians resisted the notion that their relationship with patients was like a commercial or contractual one, even if they were the ones paying for the service [26]. The doctor’s duties to heal were not based on a contract (or the fact that money exchanged hands) but on calling and status.

It was one important reason for the development of tort law: The special doctor-patient relationship was different from other commercial agreements. Medical malpractice was (and still is) not asserted for breach of contract, but rather for the professional not doing what they were supposed to do [26, 31]. Parts of the “mythic nobility” (p. 2) of medical competence are reproduced structurally today [76]. This includes super-human working hours even though patients do measurably worse when nurses work shifts longer than 12 hours [77], and intensive care unit residents make fewer errors when they work shifts averaging 16 hours instead of 36 hours [78]. Two thirds of medical staff deny the effects of fatigue on performance, compared to less than a third of pilots [66], and attempts to regulate working hours can run up against cultural limits.

Other examples include the lag in systematic use of usability techniques and ergonomic principles in healthcare technology [79, 81]. There are few avenues to report design or usability problems once technology is fielded, and there may be attraction in heroic acts and creative workarounds necessary to make technology work [82]. The healthcare system also accepts deviations from protocol, guidelines or any other standard – as long as these emanate from its senior or higher-status practitioners. Hand-written prescriptions still survive [83] and lead to far more prescription and medication errors then get reported. Such errors seem to be accepted as a natural part of practice [84].

5 Second victimhood, blame and organizational resilience

Progress on dealing with second victims in healthcare has been slow compared to other safety-critical worlds such as emergency response (police, fire-fighting) and aviation [20, 85, 86]. In these worlds, actor autonomy has been constrained as compared to certain areas of healthcare. Working hours are strictly regulated, standardization and procedures are expected and common. Error tends to be acknowledged as an undesirable but inevitable by-product of the pursuit of success under uncertainty and limited resources [68]. Error and the potential for outcome failure is seen as manageable, its existence is acknowledged, and its links to context rather than person can be made explicit. This has inspired systems to manage safety by identifying organizational error traps and other vulnerabilities and limiting their consequences, but also institutional responses to the second victims of error [87]. All air traffic control organizations across Europe today, for instance, are expected to have extensive critical incident and stress management programs [21], designed to help people affected by incidents to recover to normal functioning and behavior. Well-supported employees return to normal duties more quickly following an incident [85].

The resilience of a practitioner is a joint product of environment and individual characteristics – but the role of community, of social support, is central. There are likely strong links between the resilience of a practitioner in the wake of failure, and resilience of an organization [88, 89]. It is the authors’ opinion that by dismissing a second victim, an organization signals fear, denial, liability concerns, and cuts off a voice in understanding what makes its operations strong or brittle. In contrast, embracing the existence of second victims, taking responsibility for them and helping them become resilient in the face of possible trauma will help the organization become more resilient as well.
One example is the attention to the second victim in the “seven pillars” program from the University of Illinois Medical Center at Chicago [9]. This approach is designed for hospital administrators to promote the adoption of transparency following a medical error in order to improve both patient and practitioner outcomes. The “seven pillars” correspond to seven steps to guide responses to an adverse event: patient safety incident reporting, investigation, communication and disclosure (with the patient and their family), apology and remediation, system improvement, data tracking and performance evaluation, and education and training. Implementing the “seven pillars” program or similar programs aimed at increasing transparency will inevitably motivate the organization to try to learn from things that went wrong, and prevent them from happening again.

Some healthcare organizations might still deal with second victims as if they are the surprising, unpredictable collateral damage of morally repugnant events. One may wonder if such hospitals are sufficiently calibrated about the safety-critical processes they manage, and their ethical implications. Society once endowed the practitioner – now a second victim – with the responsibility for a unique relationship of trust, a fiduciary relationship, with the first victim: the patient. By paying off the first victim and sending off the second the organization denies the humanity and reality of the relationship that existed between the two victims. Yet it is this very relationship that the organization counts on for its continued existence, and the very relationship that helped give rise to the professional culture in the first place.
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